
Moroccan handmade rugs, or hand-knotted rugs, are distinct in that every rug is created by a various female
artisan who communicates her historic heritage in her competent development. Frequently operating in
cooperatives, these ladies live in backwoods of Morocco and usually devote months to dealing with a single rug.
The themes and patterns of Moroccan rugs can be symbolic of the family from which the weaver comes, agent of
wealth or social status or indicative of a certain religious belief. All inform a different story, that makes them
unique and valuable .

Handmade rugs typically use natural dyes that translate into lively colors, making them more popular accent
pieces than produced rugs. With their intricate motifs and flamboyant colors , Moroccan handmade rugs will add
warmth and depth to bare floors in any space of your house.

The natural colors that are typically utilized are yellow, red, blue, green, burgundy, white and black . The black and
white are made of sheep wool, the blue from the indigo plant, burgundy from pomegranate, the yellow from
saffron, the red is generally drawn out from henna and the green is made from mint. All other dyes utilize a mix or
a shade of the dyes pointed out above.

Among the benefits http://www.bbc.co.uk/search?q=Moroccan rug of utilizing natural dyes in handmade rugs is
their lasting life, which offers timeless and endurance beauty. They are pieces of great art because they are a life
time investment, planned to be appreciated, revered and handed down to generation after generation.

The fancy designs of all handcrafted rugs are produced using one or more of three significant types of weaves:
stack weave, flat weave and hand-tufted. Pile weave or knotted weave is the technique most used and consists of
creating knots with yarn. On the other hand, flat weave does not utilize knots in the weaving procedure, therefore
the surface area appears flat. Just like the flat weave, a hand-tufted rug is produced without connecting knots. In
https://atlasweavers.com this wool, process or yarn is pushed through a primary backing, which creates the tufts.
They are then glued together, and a 2nd and 3rd structure is used to the back of the rug. The loops of the tufts are
then sheered as the last action of the process. Typically, Moroccan rugs utilize either a pile or flat weave or a
combination of the two.

There is absolutely nothing more distinct than something handmade. Imaginative usage of color and complex
details are inherent in all handcrafted rugs. These characteristics are specifically obvious in Moroccan rugs. Bring
this distinctive feel to your home with a Moroccan rug and let the appeal of the splendid workmanship fill your
dining space, living bed room, hallway or space .

Moroccans say that no 2 Moroccan rugs are alike so you can be ensured that any Moroccan rug included to your
house is one of a kind. Moroccan handmade rugs, or hand-knotted rugs, are special in that every rug is created by
a different woman artisan who conveys her historical heritage in her skilled development. Normally, Moroccan
rugs use either a pile or flat weave or a combination of the two.

Some popular rug categories consist of Moroccan Rugs, antique Oriental rugs, and Persian rugs. The art of
Moroccan rug weaving has its origins in the Atlas Mountains of Morocco.
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